KEEP YOUR CUSTOMERS CLOSE,
AND YOUR COMPETITORS MYSTIFIED
Bumper lets your dealership connect to your best customers on demand
with targeted, timely multi-channel marketing campaigns.
Start doing retention marketing the right way.
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“Finally a tool that
empowers the sales
staff to stay on top their
selling activity. Bumper
definitely gives the
control over the process
back to the dealership.”
- JENAN CULIC, GENERAL MANAGER
Downtown Toyota, Toronto

GENERATED GROSS
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One-Click Deployment of Multi-Channel Marketing
In a fraction of the time it takes to send a traditional email campaign to your
customers, use Bumper to harness a multi-channel approach for all your promotions.
Click launch and your campaign will include a direct mailed letter that is followed-up
by an email, connecting the individual to their own personalized interactive web page
directly on your dealership’s website, where they can access additional personalized
content using any device. Using a multi-channel approach linking each element to
each person connected to one platform can reveal a customer’s “zero moment of
truth” that is rarely achievable in marketing.

Segmentation on a Personal Level
Sending the same message to your entire target list of customers at the same
time is not only wasting your marketing dollars, it also wastes your customer’s
attention. With Bumper you can segment a campaign down to one person,
to send only content and promotions that are relevant to them. Bumper’s
user friendly filters allow you to segment audiences based on every data field
available in your DMS. Splitting your large list of customers into bite-sized
campaigns spread over staggered in-market dates also helps you to manage
your frontline resources to properly handle leads.

Watch Each Customer’s Interactions Live
Follow your customer’s engagement with your campaign in real-time as
they lead towards converting. See when they respond to your email and even
the printed letter they received in the mail, watch what call-to-actions they
take on their personalized page - like watching a video, printing coupons or
downloading a brochure. Bumper’s tracking indexes each customer based on
their interactions into easy to manage “cool, warm and hot” lead lists helping
your staff to focus on personally connecting with the right customers at the
right time, instead of blind follow-ups to the entire list.

Hyper-Target the
Right Customers

Design a
Relevant
Promotion

Measure Your
KPIs & Repeat

Deploy a MultiChannel
Campaign
in One-Click

Engage With
Warm and Hot
Leads

Direct Your Customers
to a Personalized
Experience on Your
Website

Generate
Triggered Lead
Notifications

Bumper is a
personalized
connected campaign
platform that allows
a dealer to create,
execute and manage
all their one-to-one
marketing from
one place.

Capture Their Online
Interaction Live
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